Abstract: Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), a high-precision technique used for acquiring three-dimensional (3D) surface information, is widely used to study surface vegetation information. Moreover, the extraction of a vegetation point set from the LiDAR point cloud is a basic starting-point for vegetation information analysis, and an important part of its further processing. To extract the vegetation point set completely and to describe the different spatial morphological characteristics of various features in a LiDAR point cloud, we have used 3D fractal dimensions. We discovered that every feature has its own distinctive 3D fractal dimension interval. Based on the 3D fractal dimensions of tall trees, we propose a new method for the extraction of vegetation using airborne LiDAR. According to this method, target features can be distinguished based on their morphological characteristics. The non-ground points acquired by filtering are processed by region growing segmentation and the morphological characteristics are evaluated by 3D fractal dimensions to determine the features required for the determination of the point set for tall trees. Avon, New York, USA was selected as the study area to test the method and the result proves the method's efficiency. Thus, this approach is feasible. Additionally, the method uses the 3D
cloud data [25, 26] ; (3) Based on the traits of LiDAR data, using machine-learning methods for classification or using traits such as full-waveform and multi-echo LiDAR data as the basis of vegetation information extraction [27] [28] [29] [30] . The core idea behind the above methods involves learning the remote sensing image classification technique and then applying it to the discrete point set from the LiDAR data. Many studies do not take full advantage of the vectorial 3D spatial distribution characteristics provided by the LiDAR point cloud. Meanwhile, some LiDAR data do not have full-waveform and multi-echo characteristics, thus not providing the required traits for vegetation information extraction. Thus, a method for extracting vegetation information using only the basic characteristics shared by most types of LiDAR point cloud data would be significant.
There are considerable differences among the morphological structures of different landscape features; for example, trees have a rough crown, smooth planes constitute buildings, while transmission lines present a linear form. These structures are reflected in the LiDAR point cloud. The type of feature determines the 3D distribution structure in the LiDAR data. Accordingly, the spatial morphology features in LiDAR data can be an important factor in distinguishing vegetation. Thus, in our study, we aim to explore a new method that takes advantage of the 3D spatial morphology features of tall trees as a distinguishing factor, and uses a 3D fractal dimension to conduct a spatial morphological description for vegetation extraction. The 3D fractal dimension, based on fractal theory, is a statistical index describing ground features' irregularity and roughness. By using 3D fractal dimensions, vegetation can be extracted solely on the basis of its spatial morphology. Based on the considerations above, we first studied ground features' overall morphological structure, and then used 3D fractal dimensions as indices to analyze ground features' morphology and to distinguish between different types of features. A new method is presented for extracting tall trees. First, we pretreat LiDAR point cloud data by filtering to obtain non-ground points. Second, we separate the point set by regional growth division. Finally, we evaluate the morphological characteristics of the segmented objects using 3D fractal dimensions to determine the type of vegetation and to obtain the point set for tall trees.
Study Area and Data Source
The study area (Figure 1 ) is located in the town of Avon in New York, USA, covering nearly 0.309 km 2 . Tall trees, shrubs, buildings, power lines, and other features can be found within the study area. With the abundant types and diverse set of surface features, this area is appropriate for extracting the vegetation features and analyzing the information. The LiDAR point cloud data ( Figure 2) were obtained from the free data provided by the Rochester Institute of Technology's SHARE 2012 program (http://www.rit.edu/cos/share2012/). The average point cloud density of the LiDAR dataset covering the study area is 35.480 pts/m 2 with the WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_18N spatial reference system. Detailed information for the data is listed in Table 1 . In this study, we have only used the spatial location information of the LiDAR point cloud covering the study area, without additional information such as the return intensity. Therefore, the approach presented in this paper will be applicable to most types of LiDAR data used in vegetation information extraction processes.
Figure 2.
Scanning LiDAR data for the study area. 
Methods
Our new method is divided into two inter-connected steps: first, the dataset is filtered to acquire non-ground points in pre-processing; second, 3D fractal dimension analysis is applied to the acquired non-ground points to obtain the vegetation point set. The first step provides input data (i.e., non-ground points) for the second step.
To extract ground features, we need to distinguish between ground points and non-ground points, which is achieved by LiDAR filtering [31] . Filtering helps to exclude the ground points to obtain the non-ground points. Based on the non-ground points, the accuracy and completeness of the extraction are significantly improved. Thus, filtering the LiDAR point cloud is very important for LiDAR vegetation extraction.
Ground points can be used to generate terrain models such as a DTM. However, non-ground points correspond to a variety of unknown types of feature. Vegetation information extraction involves identifying real ground feature points that belong to different classes of vegetation and separating them from the non-ground points. To extract vegetation entirely and exactly in our study, we combine 3D region segmentation and 3D fractal dimension analysis to evaluate the 3D spatial characteristics of the LiDAR point cloud. First, we use region segmentation to distinguish every feature and obtain some feature aggregation; then, we calculate the 3D fractal dimensions, analyze the 3D spatial morphology of features, and define the classification to identify the point cloud representing vegetation. Figure 3 shows the procedure of vegetation information extraction from the LiDAR point cloud. 
LiDAR Data Preparation
Researchers have extensively studied LiDAR filtering. After ten years of development, numerous successful and efficient filter algorithms have been obtained [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , which can be generally divided into mathematical morphological filtering, progressive densification filtering, surface-based methods, and segmentation-based methods [36] . These algorithms are based on the spatial structure of the LiDAR point cloud, applying different mathematical principles to distinguish ground and non-ground points. In our study, we applied morphological gradient filtering [36] to filter the LiDAR point cloud. The algorithm was tested using sample data provided by the International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) [37] and the result shows that it can distinguish between the majority of features and noise points. According to this test, the filtering rate is more than 90%, and complicated and low features can be filtered well. Therefore, morphological gradient filtering was applied during preprocessing of the LiDAR point cloud to distinguish the ground points and the non-ground points, a prerequisite for region segmentation and 3D fractal dimension analysis.
The core idea of morphological gradient filtering is to identify the variance of height and provide a basis for computational filtering. Then, a mathematical morphological computation is used to revise the gradient-mutational points. If the height variance was more than the height variance threshold, that point was recognized as a non-ground point to optimize the filtering process. Therefore, determining the proper threshold is key to the filtering process, and filtering parameters vary according to different terrains and feature-covers. The study area contains a variety of features, including forests and buildings. Thus, single parameters cannot distinguish between the ground and non-ground points. To solve this problem, we manually divided the study area into four sub-areas with similar terrain and feature characteristics to conduct the morphological analysis separately, and then combined these filtering outcomes to obtain the results of preprocessing the LiDAR data ( Figure 4 ). 
Three-Dimensional Fractal Dimension
Fractal geometry is a mathematical concept that is used to study irregular objects and chaotic motion [38] . It can be used to assess the complexity of objects. The theory has been widely used in geography, image processing, signal analysis, etc. Traditional Euclidean geometry takes the object as a regular geometric figure and the spatial dimension is an integer (e.g., one, two, or three dimensions). However, real-world objects are always irregular and complicated. Thus, the dimension is not an integer at all and fractal theory can be applied to describe the complexity and irregularity of objects.
A fractal dimension is a characteristic index measuring the fractal morphology of features [39] . The fractal dimension is an objective characteristic quantity characterized by scale invariance. It is an important index for describing irregularity and roughness. The spatial morphological structure of ground features constituted of LiDAR discrete points has its unique and class-related irregularity and roughness, such as the smooth planes of buildings, the irregular branches of trees, etc. The spatial morphological structure of these unique ground features can be described by a fractal dimension. In studies of fractal dimensions, some common definitions of fractal dimensions are the Hausdorff dimension, the box-counting dimension, the divider dimension, etc. Because the box-counting dimension is determined by the cover of an identical shape set, its calculation is easier than for other dimensions, and it is often used in geographical research. Therefore, we use the box-counting dimension ( Figure 5 ) to calculate the 3D fractal dimensions of LiDAR feature points [40] . To calculate the box-counting dimension, first, we use a cube to completely cover the entire feature point cloud without cracks and count the non-empty cube number N; the dimension is defined as
where D is the box-counting dimension. D can be calculated when the side length r of the cube approaches 0. In the theoretical formula, the box-counting dimension is given by the limit when the radius approaches 0. However, this situation is impossible in reality. From the box-counting dimension, the relationship between r and N is log (N) = − D log(r) + C
where C is a constant. Thus, for a series of different side lengths, r, applying the least square method to simulate the linear functions of log (N) and log(r) gives the slope of the linear function as equal to the box-counting dimension D. It should be noted that, unlike continuous objects, the point cloud consists of discrete points. Moreover, when the side length of the cube is smaller than the length of the interval, the number of non-empty cubes is determined and will not change when the side length reduces. Additionally, the spatial characteristics allow the smallest side length of the cube to be equal to the average point distance of the LiDAR point cloud.
Region Segmentation and 3D Fractal Dimension Analysis
The filtering result of the non-ground points is the mixing point set of all kinds of features. It is impossible to judge the classification by discrete points and so it is necessary to divide the dataset into single feature sets to analyze the attribute. Applying the trait that points belonging to the same type would be aggregated, and the characteristic distribution of the discrete point cloud in 3D, we can use the region-growing method to divide the point set [41] . The detailed procedure is as follows: (1) Based on a certain side length, build a quick 3D mesh for the whole non-ground points region and form a hierarchical bounding box for the non-ground points. To avoid a large bounding box's influence on the accuracy of the division, the side length of the bounding box is twice the average pitch of the LiDAR point cloud; (2) Select a non-empty bounding box as a seed and expand it in 3D spaces. If the neighboring bounding box is not empty, feature points in the bounding box are points for a single feature and this bounding box is a part of the non-ground points; (3) Set the new bounding box as the seed, and repeat procedure (2) until no new point is added. In order to avoid the bounds of some features from becoming tangled and connected with each other in the expansion procedure, an expansion threshold must be set for the bounding box. If the number of points in the box is smaller than the threshold, this bounding box must be considered to be located on the edge of the feature and is not expandable (Figure 6 ). After obtaining a single type of feature by region segmentation, it is possible to calculate 3D fractal dimensions to describe the spatial shape of this kind of feature to define their class. In order to explore the different 3D fractal dimensions of features, region segmentation and 3D fractal dimension evaluations for trees, shrubs, buildings, power lines, and a variety of other features for different point densities were conducted. According to the variation of ground features' 3D fractal dimensions at different point densities, we divided 3D fractal dimensions into distributions for high, medium, and low point densities (Table 2) . Figure 7 shows that 3D fractal dimensions of different features have their own distribution range, which match their specific spatial distribution morphology. The intervals do not overlap among features with obvious characteristics, making identification possible. Under the three point cloud densities, the 3D fractal dimensions of trees are the largest, those of buildings are intermediate, and those of power lines are the smallest. This is consistent with the actual situation of practical features. In reality, wires consist of poles, wires, and other one-dimensional lines. These shapes are simple to identify compared with other features. Houses consist of walls, roofs, and other two-dimensional surfaces. However, the shapes of trees are complicated and ground surfaces are irregular. Laser points falling on them are not only distributed on the surface but also within trees. These complex shapes determine the high 3D fractal dimension of trees. Shrubs are shorter than tall trees, and their surfaces are irregular. However, because of the limitations of the point density or blocking by other ground features, the number of discrete points falling on or within shrubs is often smaller than for trees. The 3D fractal dimension of shrubs ranges between that of trees and buildings, and may even coincide with trees that have a low-dimensional fractal dimension. That is because some low trees have shapes similar to shrubs and therefore similar 3D fractal dimensions. Nevertheless, there is a significant difference between shrubs and trees. Under different point cloud conditions, the 3D fractal dimensions of trees are unique and therefore easily identified. Hence, we use 3D fractal dimensions to extract information related to tall trees. Meanwhile, the lower the point density, the smaller the distribution area of the 3D fractal dimension (Figure 8 ). For high, medium, and low densities, the 3D fractal dimensions are distributed correspondingly between 1.47-1.92, 1.35-1.83, and 1.29-1.74, respectively. The range of 3D fractal dimensions has a left-shift phenomenon. Additionally, the smaller the point cloud density, the larger the difference in 3D fractal dimensions between tall trees and other types of ground features and vice versa. Especially under low-density point cloud conditions, the distribution extent of a ground feature's 3D fractal dimension may expand, leading to a decrease in the difference in the 3D fractal dimensions among different types of ground features. Under specific point cloud conditions, it is necessary to apply the corresponding 3D fractal dimension to extract information related to tall trees to ensure the result is complete and accurate. According to the analysis above, we obtained the distribution and variation pattern of ground features' fractal dimensions. By applying these dimensions to analyze the ground features' type, tall tree points can be distinguished from other point types, and the extraction of tall trees from the LiDAR point cloud is achieved. The extraction process presented in this paper is summarized as follows:
(1) Preprocessing of the LiDAR point cloud. Use a filter on the original LiDAR point cloud to obtain a complete set of non-ground points, which provides the basic data for the classification of the point cloud.
(2) Region growing segmentation on LiDAR non-ground points. Use region growing segmentation to segment the original discrete points into "ground feature sets" consisting of several point set features, which provides the object for the spatial morphological analysis of ground features.
(3) Spatial morphological analysis and tall tree extraction on LiDAR non-ground points. Use 3D fractal dimensions to perform a spatial morphological evaluation on ground features consisting of LiDAR points, and then distinguish between the different types of ground features according to their 3D fractal dimension distribution characteristics, allowing tall trees to be extracted.
Results and Discussion

Vegetation Extraction Results
By using a morphological gradient filter test to preprocess the test data, we obtained all non-ground points (Figure 9 ), which provides the starting point for a spatial morphological analysis of ground features.
(a) (b) Figure 9 . Non-ground points (a) and ground points (b) after filtering.
Then, the non-ground points were segmented using region growing, and a 3D fractal evaluation was performed to achieve the 3D fractal dimension distribution (Figure 10 ).
Owing to the high average point density of LiDAR data in the study area, our study uses the 3D high-density point cloud fractal dimension (1.68-1.92) to study tall trees. The result is shown in Figure 11 . 
Accuracy Assessment
The result shows that the tall trees were extracted well. The extraction results are fairly complete and few other ground features are mixed in the result point set. Further quantitative assessment of the extraction results is carried out by calculating the accuracy and completeness. The reference data are classified point sets obtained from human visual interpretation, on the basis of LiDAR point cloud and a high-resolution remote sensing image. The results were analyzed using the Error Matrix Method (EMM) [42] , and the form of the EMM employed in this study is listed in Table 3 . A is the number of correctly classified tall tree points, B is the number of tall tree points that were wrongly classified as other types, C is the number of non-tall tree points that were wrongly classified as tall trees, and D is the number of correctly classified non-tall tree points. According to the EMM, the completeness I, accuracy E, and comprehensive assessment index Kappa for the extraction of ground features can be calculated using
where
S = A + B + C + D, and ∆ = (A + B) × (A + C) + (B + D) × (C + D).
According the form of the EMM employed in this research, the counted results for extracted tall trees are listed in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that the accuracy and completeness of the extraction are high, achieving over 90%, and demonstrating the feasibility and effectiveness of our extraction method. However, the fact that the morphology of a few short trees is similar to shrubs means that some of the shrub points were mistakenly classified as tall trees (Figure 12a) . Meanwhile, tall trees located on boundaries were misclassified as non-vegetation points because of the incompleteness of their morphology (Figure 12b) . Generally, tall trees with a complete morphology in the study area were successfully separated from other ground features using 3D fractal dimensions. In addition, the higher the density of the point cloud, the better the results will be, because the irregularity and roughness of the tall trees' morphology will become more obvious.
Error Analysis and Discussion
Our new method has the following characteristics: (1) In contrast to some other methods, the conditions for input data are simple with no support required from remote sensing and aerial imagery. Moreover, the LiDAR cloud data does not need to be full-waveform, meaning this method can be applied to most LiDAR data to extract the required features. (2) The evaluation standard is the 3D morphological trait of the LiDAR point cloud itself. Instead of considering each discrete point or its derived image, we start from ground features' overall morphological structure. This method focuses on the description of the 3D morphology of tall trees in the point cloud. The effect is comprehensive and accurate. (3) In the computational process, there is no requirement to build a TIN or other raster grids to organize the point cloud. Thus, the procedure has the advantages of being easy and quick to implement. This paper focuses on discussing the feasibility of extracting tall tree points from LiDAR data using 3D fractal dimensions. There are various ground features and morphologically intact terrain in the study area. The feasibility of extracting tall tree points using 3D fractal dimensions has been demonstrated in the study area and this approach achieved good results. However, because of the limited area and number of ground features in the study area, using 3D fractal dimensions to extract tall trees in more complex scenarios has not yet been tested. Considerable additional work is needed in other study areas with different features in order to examine the wider applicability of this approach. In addition, further characteristics of ground features' morphological structures may be discovered in different aspects, and could be combined with those in 3D fractal dimensions, potentially resulting in a better classification result. Further research on the segmentation of non-ground points to improve the accuracy of 3D fractal dimension evaluation would also be informative. These considerations provide potential directions for future research.
Conclusions
This study generated a new approach to extract vegetation features from the LiDAR point cloud. The data were first preprocessed to obtain the non-ground points through filtering. The non-ground points were then divided using region growing segmentation and evaluated to obtain 3D fractal dimensions. All features were finally differentiated to extract vegetation. According to the analysis of 3D fractal dimensions for different features, each type of feature has a unique distribution and variation trend in its 3D fractal dimensions. Tall trees, because of their complex shape and rough surfaces, have larger 3D fractal dimensions than some other features with simpler shapes or smoother surfaces. Under different point densities, the medium 3D fractal dimension of tall trees is approximately 1.74. Additionally, the smaller the point cloud density, the larger the difference in 3D fractal dimensions between tall trees and other types of features. Based on the characteristics of tall trees' 3D fractal dimensions discussed here, our method was tested and the results showed an accuracy and a completeness of over 90%. This method takes advantage of the 3D spatial morphology features of tall trees to extract them from the LiDAR point cloud data, and its efficiency is proved.
